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Questions for Wednesday, March 13th 2019 
Set by: Gordy 

 
  

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are 
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for 
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  



Individual Round 1 Time to Man Up. All answers begin with the letters MAN. 
 
 

1. A gentleman’s style of the sling swimsuit. MANKINI 

2. Another name for the cassava. MANIOC 

3. A military device for throwing stones and other missiles. MANGONEL 

4. The name of two battles in the American Civil War, also known as the first and second battles of 
Bull Run. 

MANASSAS 

5. To release from slavery. MANUMISSION 

6. The name of a fictional magician created by Lee Falk in 1943. MANDRAKE 

7. An American place name derived from the Lanape language meaning “a place to gather wood 
for making bows”. 

MANHATTAN 

8. A two-word term used to describe the 19th century belief that the expansion of the United 
States through the American continents was inevitable and justifiable. 

MANIFEST DESTINY 

 9. Jeremy Corbyn likes to photograph these.  MANHOLE COVERS 

10. The house and land of a cleric, particularly that of a Presbyterian minister.  MANSE 

 



Team Round 2 Everybody hates us. Questions on our fellow EU countries.  
1. Belgium  

a) What is the name of the mostly French speaking southern region of Belgium?  WALLONIA 

b) Who is the most recent winner of the Tour de France to be born in Belgium?  Sir BRADLEY WIGGINS (born in 
Ghent, 1980) 

c) Complete the title of this 1969 film: “If it’s ________, This Must be Belgium”.  TUESDAY 

2. Portugal  
a) What is the original Arabic meaning of the name “Algarve”?  THE WEST 

b Which city served as the capital of Portugal from 1808 to 1821 after the court fled the country 
upon the invasion by Napoleon?  

RIO DE JANEIRO 

c) Which statesman, often considered a dictator, was Prime Minister of Portugal from 1932 to 
1968? 

Antonio SALAZAR 

3. Italy  
a) Founded in 1088, which Italian university is the oldest in Europe?  BOLOGNA 

b) What word or phrase was given by the press to Silvio Berlusconi’s sex parties?  BUNGA BUNGA 

c) Founded in 1914, which Italian car company has a trident as its logo?  MASERATI 

4. Sweden  
a) What is “surströmming”?  Fermented FISH noted for its 

unpleasant smell.  
b) What was the original name of the Swedish King Charles XIV John who had previously served as 

Marshal of France under Napoleon?  
Jean BERNADOTTE 

c) Which Swedish pop group consisted of Marie Fredriksson and Per Gessle?  ROXETTE 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. Greece  

a) What is the name of the narrow strip of land that connects the Peloponnese to the main part of 
Greece? 

ISTHMUS OF CORINTH 

b) Which traditional Greek dish has a name that translates as “spinach pie”?  SPANAKOPITA 

c)  Which historic Greek place name translates as “Hot Gates”?   THERMOPYLAE  

6. Spain  
a) In which city was the Spanish Guggenheim opened in 1997?  BILBAO 

b) By what shortened name was the ruling party of Spain under General Franco commonly known?  FALANGE (accept Falangist)  

c) Spain’s enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla give it land borders with which African country?  MOROCCO  

7. The Netherlands   
 

a) Which Dutch city was Radio Netherlands Worldwide based between 1947 and 2012? HILVERSUM  

b) What Dutch name is given to a low-lying area, often of reclaimed land, surrounded by dykes?  POLDER 

c) In 1999, who was voted as the best European soccer player of the 20th century by the 
International Federation of Football History and Statistics?  

JOHAN CRUYFF  

8. Finland  
a) Familiar to stamp collectors, what is the Finnish name for Finland?  SUOMI 

b) Appearing in the title of a piece by Sibelius, what is the national bird of Finland.  (Whooper) SWAN 

c)  Which Finnish company overtook Motorola in 1998 to become the world's largest supplier of 
mobile phones?  

NOKIA  



Individual Round 3 Written in the stars - questions vaguely associated with zodiac signs 
 
 

1. CAPRICORN - What is unusual about the eyes of goats, a feature they share with sheep, toads 
and octopuses. 

They have RECTANGULAR PUPILS 

2. VIRGO - In the biblical parable of the wise and foolish virgins, how many virgins were there in 
total - assuming none of them were lying about it? 

TEN 

3. PISCES - What comes next? “Baby shark, doo doo doo doo doo doo; Mummy shark doo doo doo 
doo doo; Daddy shark doo doo doo doo doo doo?  

GRANDMA SHARK DOO DOO 
DOO DOO DOO DOO 

4. GEMINI - What specific name is given to identical twins who exhibit reversed symmetry: e.g. 
one may be left handed and the other right handed?  

MIRROR twins.  

5. LEO - In the monologue “The Lion and Albert”, what is the name of the lion?  WALLACE 

6. SAGITTARIUS - In “The Hobbit”, what was the name of the archer who killed the dragon Smaug?  BARD the Bowman 

7. AQUARIUS - Which 17th century artist created the three similar paintings all known as “The 
Waterseller of Seville”?  

DIEGO VELAZQUEZ 

8. ARIES - Which team played the Los Angeles Rams in Super Bowl LIII, held in February 2019? NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 

9. TAURUS - In ancient mythology, which hero killed the Bull of Heaven?  GILGAMESH 

10. Cancer - Which island in the Indian Ocean is home to over 40 million red land crabs which have 
an annual mass migration to lay their eggs in the ocean?  

CHRISTMAS ISLAND  

 



Team Round 4 
1. Dead funny.  Identify the now deceased comedian or comic actor 

a) An RAF pilot in WW2, his plane was shot down at Arnhem. He needed plastic surgery to his lip 
and disguised it by growing a distinctive moustache.  

(Professor) JIMMY EDWARDS 

b) He had a successful business career with Triplex Glass and Chad Valley toys. Best known for 
eponymous radio shows he came third in a 2002 Radio 2 poll of the best comedians.  

KENNETH HORNE 

c) Originally named Adolph, he appeared in a series of comedy films. On goodwill visits to the USSR in 
the 1930s he smuggled secret documents to and from the US embassy by strapping them to his leg.  

HARPO MARX 

2. Musical instruments   
a) Which company makes the Telecaster and Stratocaster guitars? FENDER 

      b)  
    

Which miniature analogue synthesiser was invented by Brian Jarvis in 1967? STYLOPHONE 

c) On Mike Oldfield’s top pop record album “Tubular Bells”, what, precisely, is the first instrument 
introduced by Viv Stanshall? 

 GRAND PIANO  

3. Controversial advertising  
a) Iceland generated lots of free publicity last year by making an advert they probably knew would be 

banned. Which food ingredient did the advert warn against despite it being on the retailers’ 
shelves?  

PALM OIL 

b) Which company garnered lots of free publicity this year by making an advert based on the 
fictitious concept of toxic masculinity?  

GILLETTE 

c)  Which soft drinks company withdrew an advert featuring Kendall Jenner in 2017 after criticism 
that it trivialised legitimate protests such as Black Lives Matter?  

PEPSI COLA 

4. The circus  
a) Which circus entrepreneur is the subject of the popular film “The Greatest Showman”? P. T. BARNUM  

b) Which screamer march, composed by Julius Fučík in 1897, is often used in circuses, especially to 
introduce clowns?  

ENTRY (or ENTRANCE) OF THE 
GLADIATORS  

c) In which country was Cirque du Soleil founded in 1984? CANADA 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5. A 3,2,1 of European Heads of State:  

a) Which country has a presidency that consists of three people, one representing each of the 
three main ethnic groups?  

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA (1 
Serb, 1 Bosnia and 1 Croat)  

b) Which country has two heads of state known as the Captains Regent?  SAN MARINO 

c) Who is currently the only unitary absolute monarch of a European state?  POPE FRANCIS 

6. Who was that masked man?   
a) Fran Striker created two masked heroes for radio shows. One was John Reid, the Lone Ranger. 

Under what name did Britt Reid, the Ranger’s great nephew, fight crime?  
THE GREEN HORNET 

b) What name is given to people in the 17th, 18th and 19th who dressed in black robes with a 
beak like mask filled with herbs thought to protect them from infection?  

PLAGUE DOCTORS  

c) By what general name are Mexican masked wrestlers known?  LUCHADORES 

7. Baker Street   
a) Which quiz show host was widely but mistakenly believed to have played the saxophone solo 

on Gerry Rafferty’s “Baker Street”?  
BOB HOLNESS 

b) Which fictional consulting detective moved into 252, Upper Baker Street, in October 1903? SEXTON BLAKE 

     c) Which character, introduced in 1981 and described as the greatest secret agent in the world, 
also lived on Baker Street though in the series it was erroneously said to be in Mayfair.  

DANGER MOUSE 

8. Banksy  
a) Whose head replaced that of the Queen on some fake banknotes produced by Banksy in 2004? DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES 

b) What was the name of the temporary art installation presented as a spoof theme park that 
Banksy opened in 2005? 

DISMALAND 

c) What was the subject/title of the artwork shredded during an auction at Sotheby’s in 2018? GIRL WITH BALLOON (was 
renamed ‘Love is in the Bin’) 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5 Happy birthday to them. People born this week in history.  
 
 

1. Which English football referee officiated at the UEFA Euro 2016 final?  MARK CLATTENBURG 

2. To whom was the businesswoman Wendi Deng married from 1999 to 2013? RUPERT MURDOCH 

3. Who was the author of the 1950 book “Dianetics - A Modern Guide to Mental Health”?  L. RON HUBBARD 

4. Which Italian directed “Last Tango in Paris” and “The Last Emperor”?  Bernardo BERTOLUCCI 

5. Which actor portrayed William Simmonite on TV for 27 years?  BILL OWEN (Compo in Last of the 
Summer Wine)  

6. Which actor and martial arts expert starred in the TV series “Walker, Texas Ranger”?  CHUCK NORRIS 

7. Which British Prime Minister said: “I'm an optimist, but an optimist who carries a raincoat”?  HAROLD WILSON  

8. Which American musician, previous known for jazz and film scores, co-produced Michael 
Jackson’s albums “Off the Wall”, “Thriller” and “Bad”?  

QUINCY JONES  

9. Which novel by Jack Kerouac features Sal Paradise as the narrator?  ON THE ROAD  

10. In which Pakistan city was Osama bin Laden killed in May 2011?  ABBOTTABAD 

 



Team Round 6 
1. Ornithology   

a) Which common migratory bird to the British Isles, more often heard than seen, is classed as a 
brood parasite?  

Common CUCKOO 

b) What do the initials LBJ stand for when applied to a number of small, bird species such as 
finches and warblers which, especially in the female, are difficult to distinguish?  

LITTLE BROWN JOBBIE (or JOB)  

c) The name “penguin” was originally applied to which black and white sea bird of the Northern 
hemisphere that became extinct in the 19th century?  

GREAT AUK 

2. Horology   
a) Which Meso-American civilisation is noted for its system of calendars including one called “The 

Long Count” starting on their creation date of August 11th, 3114 B.C? 
MAYAN 

b) What was the name of the English carpenter and clock-maker who made the first marine 
chronometer, thus solving the problem of calculating longitude at sea?  

JOHN HARRISON  

c) Specifically, which type of clock was invented by the Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens in 
1656? 

PENDULUM clock. 

3. Egyptology  
a) Which Egyptian Queen had a name meaning “the beauty has come”?  NEFERTITI 

b) From the 27th century B.C., who is credited as the designer of the step pyramid? The name is 
also that of the mummy in the Mummy films starring Brendan Fraser.  

IMHOTEP 

c) What important contribution to Egyptology was made by Jean-François Champollion in the early 
19th century?  

He translated the ROSETTA STONE.  

4. Cartology  
a) Which 3-word phrase appears on the 16th century Lenox Globe to indicate uncharted territories 

to the east of Asia, but may be a reference to monitor lizards?  
HERE BE DRAGONS  

b) What is at the centre of the Hereford Mappa Mundi?  JERUSALEM  

c) On a map, what is a “trap street”?  A deliberate mistake or false feature 
to show up if the map is copied.  



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. Cosmology  

a) What name is given to the theoretical boundary around a black hole from which nothing can 
escape?  

EVENT HORIZON 

b) Which Belgian priest proposed the “theory of the primitive atom”, now known as the Big Bang 
Theory?  

GEORGES LEMAÎTRE 

c) In this context, what do the initials CMB stand for.  COSMIC MICROWAVE 
BACKGROUND (radiation)  

6. Archaeology   
a) What is the name of the area in Suffolk where Anglo Saxon artefacts, including an undisturbed 

ship burial from the 7th century was discovered in 1939? 
SUTTON HOO 

b) What general name is given to Neolithic earthworks consisting of a ring shape bank and ditch 
with the ditch inside the bank?  

HENGE 

c) Which German businessman and archaeologist excavated the site of Troy using dynamite, thus 
probably doing more damage than the ancient Greeks did?  

HEINRICH SCHLIEMANN 

7. Mythology  
a) Which name for a range of incandescent light bulbs, trademarked by General Electric, came 

from that of the Universal and transcendental god of Zoroastrianism?  
MAZDA (from Ahuru Mazda = light 
of wisdom)  

b) Believed to be an incarnation of Lord Shiva, what the name of the monkey God who aided Lord 
Rama in his expedition against evil?  

(Lord) HANUMAN 

c) In Greek mythology, who designed the labyrinth that housed the Minotaur?  DAEDALUS 

8. Apology   
a) Who apologised to Emma Fairweather earlier this year?  PRINCE PHILIP / DUKE OF 

EDINBURGH  
b) To whom did Pope John Paul II apologise in October 1992 for events that happened about 360 

years earlier?  
GALILEO  

c) Which sports star said, “I have to apologise to my fans but none of my rivals ever accused me of 
cheating”?  

LANCE ARMSTRONG  



Individual Round 7 IN MEMORIUM, QUESTIONS ON PEOPLE WHO DIED THIS WEEK IN HISTORY 
 
 

1. Dying in 37 AD, who was the second Roman Emperor?  TIBERIUS 

2. Cesare Borgia was the main inspiration behind which 16th century political treatise?  THE PRINCE (Machiavelli)  

3. Born Alfred Reginald Jones, which actor won an Oscar for his portrayal of an alcoholic writer in 
“The Lost Weekend”?  

RAY MILLAND 

4. Which Dad’s Army actor wrote the play “The Ghost Train”?  ARNOLD RIDLEY 

5. Which title was held by Anthony Wedgwood Benn prior to him renouncing it and becoming an 
MP?  

VISCOUNT STANSGATE 

6. In the dramatic monologue starring Thora Bird and written by Alan Bennett, where was the 
cream cracker?  

UNDER THE SETTEE 

7. Which art nouveau artist, noted for his perverse and grotesque illustrations, created drawings 
for Oscar Wilde’s play “Salome”?  

AUBREY BEARDSLEY  

8. The lesser known member of a musical family, who had a minor UK hit in 1977 with “Shadow 
Dancing”?  

ANDY GIBB 

9. Dying in March 1925, who was the first President of the Republic of China?  SUN YAT-SEN 

10. In Terry Pratchett’s “Discworld” series, what is the name of the Great Turtle?  A`TUIN 

 



Team Round 8 
1. Tax  

a) Who originally wrote that “nothing in this life can said to be certain except death and taxes”?  BENJAMIN FRANKLIN  

b) What is the current reduced rate of V.A.T. payable on items such as child car seats and home 
energy?  

5% 

c) In medieval society, paying a tax called “scutage” allowed people to avoid doing which 
undesirable activity?  

Taking part in military service (or 
similar). 

2. Modern composers   
a) Which composer of mainly religious music such as “The Protecting Veil” was signed to the 

Beatles’ Apple label?  
JOHN TAVENER 

b) Which composer noted for soundtracks to films such as “Pirates of the Caribbean” and the “Dark 
Knight” trilogy can be seen playing keyboards on “Video Killed the Radio Star” by the Buggles? 

HANS ZIMMER 

c) Karl Jenkins, composer of “The Armed Man” and “Adiemus” was, between 1972 and 1984, a 
member of which progressive jazz/rock band?  

SOFT MACHINE 

3. Epic poetry opening lines Identify the titles of the following  
a) “Should you ask me ‘whence these stories, whence these legends and traditions, with the 

odours of the forest, with the dew and damp of meadows’”.  
THE SONG OF HIAWATHA 

b) (Translated) “I sing of arms and a man, a fugitive by fate” THE AENEID 

c)  (Translated) “So. The Spear-Danes in days gone by, and the Kings who ruled them had courage 
and greatness. “ 

BEOWULF 

4. The Two Ronnies  
a) If Ronnie Barker looked down on Ronnie Corbett, who knew his place, who did Ronnie Barker 

look up to?  
JOHN CLEESE  

b) In which 1967 film did Ronnie Corbett appear as a character named Polo?  CASINO ROYALE 

c) In which long running comedy series did Ronnie Barker play a variety of characters including 
‘Fatso’ Johnson and Lieutenant Queeg?  

THE NAVY LARK 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. Dr. Watson Who played Dr. Watson opposite these Sherlock Holmes actors?  

a) Opposite Basil Rathbone in a series of films from 1939 to 1946? NIGEL BRUCE 

b) Opposite Robert Downey Jnr in two films from 2009 and 2011? JUDE LAW 

c) Opposite Johnny Lee Miller in the American TV series “Elementary”?  LUCY LIU 

6. 2019 world politics so far  
a) After 25 years of debate, what has the Republic of Macedonia changed its name to?  REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 

b)  Who became the Speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives in January?  NANCY PELOSI 

c) Why has Juan Guaidó been in the news recently?  He is claiming the position of 
President of VENEZUELA.  

7. British Overseas Territories  
a) Which is the Southernmost of the 14 British Overseas Territories?  BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY  

b) On which Territory is the former capital, Plymouth, abandoned due to volcanic activity?  MONTSERRAT  

c) Which territory has the motto “Nulli expugnabilis hosti”, or “No enemy shall expel us”?  GIBRALTAR  

8. Great sporting defeats/victories  
a) Who defeated England 3-6 at Wembley in 1953 and then 7-1 in the return fixture the following 

year?  
HUNGARY 

b) Who beat England by 4 wickets in the opening match of the 2009 ICC Twenty20 competition 
and by 45 runs in the 2014 competition? 

NETHERLANDS 

c) Who did Mike Tyson knock out in 91 seconds to win the boxing World championship in 1988? MICHAEL SPINKS 



Beer Round 
Define these terms from the 1788 “Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue”.  

1. G, H & I.   
a) Gotch gutted.  Pot bellied.  

b) Hempen widow.  A woman whose husband has been 
hanged.  

c) Irish apricots.  Potatoes 

2. No J so you get K, L & M.   
a) Knight of the trench.  A great eater.  

b) Long tongued.  Loquacious, unable to keep a 
secret.  

c) Member mug.  Chamber pot.  

 
Spare Questions 
 

1. Joaquin Guzmàn, recently found guilty of supplying drugs in the US is usually known by what 
name?  

EL CHAPO 

2. Vesta Tilley, the renowned music hall star, had what act?  MALE IMPERSONATOR  

3. The international airport near Linz in Austria is named after which piece of music, first 
performed in 1867? 

THE BLUE DANUBE 

 


